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Introduction  

Cardiovascular variables exhibit, when observed on a beat-to-beat 

basis, rhythmical changes, referred to as spontaneous variability 

 

Spontaneous variability reflects the action of cardiovascular control  

mechanisms operating to guarantee the functioning of our organism 

in every condition 

 

In healthy condition modifications of the state of the cardiovascular  

control result in significant changes of spontaneous variability   

 

Pathological conditions dramatically alter spontaneous variability 



Spontaneous beat-to-beat variability   



The state of the cardiovascular control influences  

spontaneous variability  

Supine 

Passive standing 



Cardiovascular diseases influence  

spontaneous variability  

A.L. Goldberger et al, Proc Natl Acad Sci,  99: 2466-2472, 2002  

Healthy subject 

Atrial fibrillation patient 

Congestive heart failure patient 

Cheyne-Stokes breathing patient 



Introduction  

Successful separation between different experimental conditions  

within the same population and between different populations within  

the same experimental condition depends on the significance of the  

features extracted from cardiovascular variability signals  

 

Symbolization and pattern formation strategies, indissolubly 

linked to the concept of partition (and, more generally, to coarse  

graining), provide features and indexes helpful to distinguish  

experimental conditions and/or groups 



Aim 

To review symbolization and pattern formation strategies  

exploited to distinguish experimental conditions and/or groups  

in cardiovascular control studies 
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Symbolization 

Symbolization is a procedure transforming samples of a series 

into symbols belonging to a finite alphabet 

 

Code: all the samples belonging to the same bin are transformed  

           into the same symbol 

 

The most utilized binning procedures are: 

 

1) uniform quantization 

 

2) non uniform quantization 

 

3) sample-centered uniform quantization 

 

4) sample-centered non uniform quantization 

A. Porta et al, Biol Cybern, 78:71-78, 1998  

A. Porta et al, IEEE TBME, 54:94-106, 2007  

N. Wessel et al, Phys Rev E, 61:733-739, 2000  

D. Cysarz et al, AJP, 292:R368-R372, 2007  

A. Porta et al, IEEE TBME, 54:94-106, 2007  

A. Porta et al, IEEE TBME, 54:94-106, 2007  

S.M. Pincus, Chaos, 5:110-117, 1995 

J.S. Richman et al, AJP, 278:H2039-H2049, 2000 



Uniform quantization 

The full dynamical range (i.e. max-min) is divided into q bins 

of equal width ε  
max(RR)-min(RR) 

ε = 
q  

q = 6 

Bins do not overlap 

and cover the full 

dynamical range 

one sample is transformed into  

one symbol 



Non uniform quantization 

q = 6 

The full dynamical range (i.e. max-min) is divided into q bins 

of different width ε  

one sample is transformed into  

one symbol 

Bins do not overlap 

and cover the full 

dynamical range 



Sample-centered uniform quantization 

Bins are constructed around each sample and have the same width ε  

Bins overlap 
several symbols can be associated 

to the same sample 

ε 

ε 



Sample-centered non uniform quantization 

Bins are constructed around each sample and have different width ε  

Bins overlap 
several symbols can be associated 

to the same sample 

ε 

ε 
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 sL
C(i-1) = (s(i-1), …., s(i-L)) 

Pattern formation via delay embedding reconstruction 

 sL
A(i+1) = (s(i+1), …., s(i+L)) 

 causal pattern of s(i) 

 anti-causal pattern of s(i) 

i i+1 i-1 i+2 i-2 … … i-L i+L 

 original 

x(i) 

s(i) s(i+1) s(i-1) s(i+2) s(i-2) … … s(i-L) s(i+L) 

series 

 symbolic 
series 

 symbolization 
procedure 

 s(i) is the forward image of sL
C(i-1) 

 s(i) is the backward image of sL
A(i+1) 

present past future 
forward backward 

xL
C(i-1) 

xL
A(i+1) 



Causal patterns are linked to predictability 

 s(i) might be predicted using sL
C(i-1)  

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

s(i) can be fully predicted  

given L previous symbols 

s(i) can be largely predicted  

given L previous symbols 

s(i) cannot be predicted  

given L previous symbols 

1 1 1 



Causal patterns are linked to conditional entropy 

The information carried by s(i) might be reduced given sL
C(i-1)  

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

No information is carried  

by s(i) given L previous  

symbols  

The information carried by s(i)  

cannot be reduced given L  

previous symbols  

A certain amount of information  

is carried by s(i) given L  

previous symbols  

1 1 1 



Anti-causal patterns are linked to reversibility 

Since reversing time makes anti-causal patterns into 

causal ones (and vice versa), anti-causal patterns are  

helpful to test reversibility (i.e. the preservation of the  

statistical properties after time reversal)  

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
A(i+1) 

Since the conditional distributions are different, statistical properties 

are not maintained after time reversal  

1 1 
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Uniform partition  

L=3, q=6 

x(i-1) 

x(i-2) 

x(i-3) 

- Cells are hyper-cubes of side ε 

- The number of cells are   

- Cells have the same size 

- Cells cover the entire embedding space 

- Cells do not intersect 

- The number of patterns in each cell  

   might be variable 

qL ε  

- uniform quantization 

- delay embedding procedure 
uniform partition 



Non uniform partition  

L=3, q=6 

x(i-1) 

x(i-2) 

x(i-3) 

- Cells are hyper-boxes 

- The number of cells are  

- Cells have different size 

- Cells cover the entire embedding space 

- Cells do not intersect 

- The number of patterns in each cell  

   might be made constant   

qL 

- non uniform quantization 

- delay embedding procedure 
non uniform partition 



- Cells are hyper-spheres of radius ε 

- The number of cells are N-L+1  

- Cells are built around patterns 

- Cells have equal size 

- Cells cover the entire embedding space 

- Cells intersect 

- The number of patterns in each cell 

   might be variable 

Pattern-centered uniform coarse graining 

L=3 

x(i-1) 

x(i-2) 

x(i-3) 

ε  

- sample-centered uniform quantization 

- delay embedding procedure 

pattern-centered 

uniform coarse  

graining 



Pattern-centered non uniform coarse graining 

- Cells are hyper-spheres of radius ε 

- The number of cells are N-L+1  

- Cells are built around patterns 

- Cells have different size 

- Cells cover the entire embedding space 

- Cells intersect 

- The number of patterns in each cell 

   might be made constant  

L=3 

x(i-1) 

x(i-2) 

x(i-3) 

ε  

- sample-centered non uniform quantization 

- delay embedding procedure 

pattern-centered  

non uniform  

coarse graining 
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Techniques for the optimization of the pattern length 

1) Fixing the pattern length, L, according to the series length, 

     N, and the number of symbols, q 

 

2) Using a strategy penalizing unreliable in-sample prediction or  

     conditional entropy  

 

3) Exploiting in-sample predictability loss or conditional entropy rise 

    while increasing L using pattern-centered non uniform coarse graining 

 

4) Taking advantage from out-of-sample prediction 



Fixing the pattern length 

N >> qL  
Several patterns are present  

in each cell of partition 

Example 

A. Porta et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, 48:1282-1291, 2001  

L = pattern length 

q = number of symbols 

N = series length 

In short-term cardiovascular variability analysis 

q=6 

N=300 
L = 3 



Length-three pattern distribution  

A. Porta et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, 48:1282-1291, 2001  

Rest  T90  R10 R15  R20  



Using a strategy penalizing unreliable in-sample  

prediction or conditional entropy  

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Perfect in-sample prediction or false certainty ? 

If the number of sL
C(i-1) is large  Reliability of prediction is high 

If the number of sL
C(i-1) is small  Reliability of prediction is low 

If the number of sL
C(i-1) is 1  

Insufficient knowledge, likely  

to produce a false certainty 

1 



Using a strategy penalizing unreliable in-sample  

prediction or conditional entropy  

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Likely false certainty True uncertainty 

If the number of sL
C(i-1) is 1  

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL
C(i-1) 

Optimal L minimizes mean square prediction error or 

conditional entropy 

1 1 



Normalized corrected conditional entropy  

A. Porta et al, Biol Cybern, 78:71-78, 1998 

Lmin=3 



Sample-centered non uniform coarse graining implies  

in-sample predictability loss or conditional entropy  

    rise at large L  

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL=2
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL=3
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL=4
C(i-1) 

Conditional distribution  

of s(i) given sL=5
C(i-1) 

At low L, increasing L might be helpful to unfold dynamics,  

thus improving predictability and reducing conditional entropy 

 

At high L, increasing L leads to the increase of cell size, thus  

decreasing predictability and increasing conditional entropy 

L  

Optimal L minimizes mean square prediction error or 

conditional entropy 



Normalized k-nearest-neighbor 

conditional entropy 

Porta A et al, Physiol Meas, 34:17-33, 2013  

Lmin=4 



Out-of-sample prediction  

- Construction of the pattern library 

- Assessment of the conditional  

  distributions 

- Definition of the predictor  

First half Second half 

- test for the predictor as a  

  function of L 

Optimal L minimizes mean square 

out-of-sample prediction error 
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Techniques to reduce the redundancy of patterns 

L=3, q=6 

x(i-1) 

x(i-2) 

x(i-3) 

Adjacent and non adjacent cells are merged according to 

some criteria 



Redundancy reduction technique based on the frequency  

content of the patterns 

S={0,1} and sL
C={sL

C(i), with i=1,…,N-L+1}  

Most stable  

patterns 
{(0,0,…,0,0), (1,1,…,1,1)} 

… {…, …} 

Most variable  

patterns {(0,1,…,0,1), (1,0,…,1,0)} 

Frequency of   

the dominant 

rhythm 



A. Porta et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, 48:1282-1291, 2001  

0V 

1V 

2LV 

2UV 

Example of redundancy reduction technique based on  

the frequency content of the patterns 

S={0,1,2,3,4,5} and sL
C={sL

C(i), with i=1,…,N-L+1} with L=3 

Pattern number              63=216 

4 pattern classes  



Symbolic dynamics and autonomic nervous system 

A. Porta et al, Am J Physiol, 293:H702-H708, 2007  



Redundancy reduction technique based of the  

Shannon entropy (SE) of the patterns 

S={0,1} and sL
C={sL

C(i), with i=1,…,N-L+1}  

Least informative  

patterns  
{(0,0,…,0,0), (1,1,…,1,1)} 

… {… , …} 

Most informative  

patterns {(0,1,...,0,1), (0,…,0,1,…,1), …} 

… 

0 or 1 

SE=0 
1 

0 

SE=log2 

1 

1 



Example of redundancy reduction technique based on the  

entropy of the patterns 

S={0,1} and sL
C={sL

C(i), with i=1,…,N-L+1} with L=8 

17 pattern classes  

Pattern number              28=256 

D. Cysarz et al, Comp Biol Med, 42:313-318, 2012  



Binary patterns of length L=8 with ApEn=0.0  

D. Cysarz et al, Comp Biol Med, 42:313-318, 2012  

Symbolic dynamics and autonomic nervous system 
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Time domain indexes derived from symbolization and  

pattern formation strategies  

      - Sample frequency of a specific pattern 

 

 

      - Sample frequency of a specific pattern class 

 

  

 

      - Forward mean square prediction error between the current value 

        and its best prediction based on causal patterns  

 

 

     

      - Backward mean square prediction error between the current value 

        and its best prediction based on anti-causal patterns  

 

A. Porta et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, 48, 1282-1291, 2001  

D. Cysarz et al, Comp Biol Med, 42, 313-318, 2012  

N. Wessel et al, Phys Rev E,  61, 733-739, 2000  

A. Porta et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng,  47, 1555-1564, 2000 

A. Porta et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng,  54, 94-106 , 2007  

A. Porta et al, Phil Trans R Soc A, 367:1359-1375, 2009  

N. Wessel et al, Med Biol Eng Comput,  44, 321-330, 2006  



Information domain indexes derived from  

symbolization and pattern formation strategies  

        

-  Shannon entropy of the pattern distribution  

 

 

-  Entropy rate of the series  

 

               corrected approximate entropy (CApEn) 

 

               sample entropy (SampEn) 

 

               corrected conditional entropy (CCE) 

 

- Mutual information 

S.M. Pincus, Chaos, 5:110-117, 1995 

J.S. Richman and J.R. Moorman, Am J Physiol, 278:H2039-H2049, 2000 

A. Porta et al, Biol Cybern, 78:71-78, 1998 

A. Porta et al, J Appl Physiol, 103:1143-1149, 2007 

N. Wessel et al, Phys Rev E,  61:733-739, 2000  

A. Porta et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, 48:1282-1291, 2001  

D. Hoyer et al, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, 52:584-592, 2005 
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Application on symbolic dynamics in clinics 



R. Maestri et al, J Cardiovasc Electrophysiol 18:425-433, 2007 

Best multivariate clinical model for the prediction of the  

total cardiac death in heart failure population 



Linear and non linear indexes derived from heart 

rate variability 

R. Maestri et al, J Cardiovasc Electrophysiol 18: 425-433, 2007 

- Linear indexes in the time and frequency domains 



R. Maestri et al, J Cardiovasc Electrophysiol 18: 425-433, 2007 

Additive predictive value to the best multivariate  

clinical model  



Conclusions 

Symbolization procedures and pattern formation techniques  

impose a coarse graining over the multidimensional space 

 

Techniques to optimize the pattern length are necessary to 

make consistent indexes derived from symbolization and  

pattern formation strategies  

 

Techniques to reduce redundancy of patterns are necessary to 

focus a limited amount of features  

 

Symbolization and pattern formation strategies provided   

indexes improving the best multivariate model based on 

traditional clinical parameters for the prediction of total  

cardiac death in heart failure population 


